SOLO AD SWIPE 1— Valeri Viscardi
SUBJECT:  You'll kick yourself later if you miss this…
SUBTITLE: Baby Boomers Retirement Is In CRISIS…
BODY:
Before I jump into the details of this email, I want to give you an initial warning…
  
There’s two complaints I can’t stand hearing anymore it’s this…

1.	I cannot retire I am afraid to run out of money in my old age…
2.	All the…“How to make money on the internet is a scam”. They don't work…they promise success and leave you seething with frustration and disappointment?

Here’s a secret… I too felt this way in the past.
 
NOT anymore! 
My story goes like most people… went to school got educated, worked hard, got married, bought a house, had children, then continue to work, work, work hard for retirement and prayed you don’t die before retirement arrived.
Really? If you think people get rich because they studied hard in college, then worked harder at a job they hate, only to save, save, save for retirement, then I have news for you snowflake, you’ve been lying to yourself.
The Baby Boomer generation the average retirement is 68 … and sadly some boomers can not even retire then.  

Being a Boomer myself…the only thing I knew for sure was I was not going to be part of that statistic…

…In 2015 I was able to have some success on the internet and was able to FIRE my boss and retire 18 years earlier than the average Baby Boomer. 
Awesome Right?
My husband and I successfully raised our family and educated our 4 daughters, we created young adults, taught them how to be caring, trustworthy, and share love… gave them their wings…sent them on their way.
BUT, I still had one more hurdle… My husband owned his own business working 6 days a week and NO sign of retirement in sight…
I was missing something I was still struggling for the big success online…
Sound Familiar?
Then things changed when I discovered Anthony Morrison.   
True story… here’s exactly how Anthony saved his family from financial ruin  
Baby Boomers retirement is in CRISIS …a lot of Boomers are Panicking 58% have saved very little or NOTHING… 

…42% have less then 100k in their savings account…people are living much longer and need to support a 20+ year retirement life…

What scared me the most was working till I die…
OR getting sick in retirement and selling everything you worked for the past 30+years to support your health bills…

Financial strain is just horrible… and Stress is the #1 KILLER.

I knew the Internet and building a business online made sense…

It’s simple to do it’s something I could do anywhere in the World from my laptop. Anthony was able to show me how to take my online business to the next level.

Here’s the difference that makes this program so much more than anything else you’ve ever seen…
 
It’s not expensive to start an online business especially when you compare it to things like franchises and brick and mortar businesses like my husband had.  

In fact, Anthony Morrison started at age 22 while he still was in school and has been building 15 years online making Millions…
 
Can you imagine something that not only works, but has worked for 15+ years perfectly?

So long story short (you can hear Anthony's longer version here)

Not only did this internet online business retired me 18 years earlier then the average Boomer. 
You see my story has a happier ending.. I was able to continue to build a business online, make plenty of money and retire my husband June 2018.

…I am so grateful finding Anthony Morrison using his Proven Strategies…

I truly hope you click the link here if you’ve found yourself in any situation similar to mind or Anthony’s.

This will turn your life around!
Does that sound hard to believe?

I know the skeptics won't believe it...

But for those Boomers who are ready to make a REAL change that COUNTS in 2019… 
…who want to retire with money in the bank for a rainy day
…who want to have $$ coming in monthly no fear running out
…who want to retire years before their time
…who want to spend extra time with their grand babies
…who want to retire young, healthy and make retirement something that excites them not scare them!

Then you need to Click Here… this will turn your life around… it did for me!

SIGNATURE HERE

SWIPE 2

PWA SWIPE EMAIL ENTRY – Tanya Jennings  SUBJECT – Isn’t it time….?  BODY -  Let me ask you a quick question... 
What in your life have you put off until tomorrow, next week, next month... or next year? 
And then 10, 20 or 30 years went by and you missed it completely and it remained in your mind as a “could have been”? Honestly, can you think of something?   I’ll give you a second to think... 
Because here’s what I know... in each decision we are forced to make in life there is either action, or inaction. 
And I’ll let you guess which one ALL of our most successful students EVER have chosen... That’s right; ACTION! 
I would say that 95% of what goes into someone succeeding vs failing online is simply taking action...I took action and in 2013 I sacked my boss and haven’t looked back. 
With that being said, I wanted to send you an important video today <LINK HERE> to encourage you to act and grab the opportunity to partner with myself and Anthony, to build your own successful online business.   Look [first_name], I think it’s time... 
It’s time to show that inner self doubt, show your friends, and show your family that you have a lot more gas in the tank than they think...
 And that your full potential is bigger than they even realize.

This is your time to shine and live a life of freedom that you deserve. 

Go for it.

You’ve got this,  Your name


